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On the Essential Quadratic Nature of 
LQG Control-Performance Measure Cumulants* 
STANLEY R. LIBERTY AND RONALD C. HARTWIG 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409 
An in depth look at a complete statistical description of linear-quadratic- 
Gaussian (LQG) performance measures i  presented in this paper. The 
development leads to computationally tractable formulas that form the basis 
for design performance analysis. The complete statistical description of per- 
formance developed here exhibits the essential quadratic nature of the LQG 
class of systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The central problem addressed in this paper is that of determining complete 
statistical descriptions of Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control system 
performance. Historically, the concept of obtaining such LQG performance 
descriptions originated in the work of Sain (1965, 1966, 1967), developed in 
the work of Liberty (1970), Liberty and Murdock (1971) and Sain and 
Liberty (1971), and has further matured in that of Liberty (1971), Erspamer 
(1973), Brown (1973), and Hartwig (1973). However, work on a similar 
problem was reported over twenty ears ago in a paper by Siegert (1954) with 
investigations since then reported by Rice (1954), Siegert (1975), Slepian 
(1958), and Schwartz (1970). These earlier investigations dealt with statistical 
and communication applications where the probability distribution of integral 
quadratic forms in zero-mean Gaussian variates was sought. The LQG 
control case differs from these earlier studied cases in that the processes are 
nonzero mean and vector valued. 
The investigation reported herein has also been motivated by the lack of 
general analytical knowledge surrounding LQG performance measures. The 
role of the LQG theory has been well spoken for; see Athans (1971). However, 
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the practical implementation f the theory has been at least somewhat blunted 
by a lack of analytical descriptions of performance beyond mean and variance. 
This deficiency has also blocked the way to the solution of classes of control 
problems far more general in application and description than the now classical 
minimum mean problem. Although the results we are reporting here address 
the performance analysis problem only, we feel that the analytical richness 
uncovered inthese results will lead the way to analytically tractable descriptions 
of LQG control problems with statistically broad performance riteria. 
The results presented herein rely heavily on the Gaussian and linear 
assumptions so one should not expect broad generalizations to non-Gaussian 
or nonlinear cases to follow directly from this work. It is likely, though, that 
for certain classes of nonlinear problems, bounds on the statistics of perform- 
ance may follow. Bounds on the expected value of performance have been 
obtained by Gilman and Rhodes (1973) with an analytical structure supporting 
this conjecture. 
The analytical results we have obtained have been incorporated into a 
computer-aided design software package. This design analysis tool produces 
a broad statistical description of integral quadratic forms in any specified 
states of a linear feedback control system regardless of whether the control 
structure was arrived at optimally or suboptimally. Thus, even the perform- 
ance of classically designed linear systems in the presence of noise can be 
evaluated. The feedback structures allowed may be dynamical so linear 
estimators and other linear dynamical feedback controllers may also be 
included. 
In pursuing the solution to the performance analysis problem we have 
built upon important observations made by several other investigators. In 
particular, we should note that the works of Slepian (1958), Schwartz (1970), 
and B aggeroer (1969) form fundamental nd essential footing for our develop- 
ment. 
After mathematically stating the performance analysis problem in Section 2 
we present some generalizations of Baggeroer's work in Section 3. These 
results are not necessary for the general performance analysis problem 
solution but are included because they lead to complete and sometimes closed 
form statistical expressions of performance in cases where the underlying 
process is zero mean. The utility of these results is clearly demonstrated in.
Section 5 using examples which also appeared in the paper by Schwartz (1970). 
It should also be noted that the essential quadratic nature of the LQG 
problem class was first observed by Liberty (1971) while developing these 
results. 
The main results of this paper appear in Section 4 where we develop the 
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analytical descriptions of a complete set of performance measure statistics 
known as cumulants. Approximating density functions for LQG control 
examples are presented in Section 6. These approximating densities are a 
direct consequence of the analytical development contained in Section 4. 
2. PROCESS MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Let R n denote the n-fold Cartesian product of the real line and let j 
denote the real line interval [t o , tl]. Let the process model be formally given by 
(d/dt)x(t) = F(t) x(t) q- a(t) ~(t), t ~ a¢, (1) 
where x( t )cR  ~, ~(t)~R ~ is a zero-mean Gaussian white process with 
covariance kernel 
E{~(t) ~r(~-)} ~___ Q(t) 8(t - T), t, ~- e J ,  (2) 
(r) denotes matrix transposition, and O(t) is symmetric and positive semi- 
definite on J .  The initial condition for (1), X(to), is assumed to be Gaussian 
with mean 
Xo = E{4to)} (3) 
and covariance 
Po = E{[x( to )  - -  ~o][XT(to) - -  . J ]} .  
For convenience we assume that ~(t) and X(to) are uncorrelated, that is, 
E{[x( t0 )  - x0] CT(t)} = 0,  t ~ d .  
(4) 
All matrix functions are assumed to be smooth enough to guarantee mean 
square continuity of the x-process on J .  Consequently x is a finite energy 
process on J .  
It is important o observe that for our purposes (1) represents a general 
linear feedback structure with random forcing functions. Consequently F(t) 
and G(t) may be composites of control plant gains and linear estimator or 
linear feedback control gains. The process, ~, is a composite of all processes 
affecting this linear system, including both plant noise and measurement 
noise and the x-process includes not only the plant state but the estimator 
state as well. Nonrandom forcing functions uch as open-loop control action 
are not included in this model for the sake of clarity but can be handled by 
techniques similar to those presented here; see Sain and Liberty (1971). 
(5) 
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As a measure of performance we select 
f = xr(tl) Sx(t~) -}- xT(t) N(t) x(t) dt (6) 
where the terminal penalty weighting, S, is symmetric, and positive semi- 
definite as is N(t) on a¢'. We also assume that N(t) is continuous on J .  In 
certain cases N(t) may be a composite of feedback controller-estimator gains 
as well as original plant performance weightings. 
Since the performance, J, is random it must be described probabilistically 
or statistically. Performance analysis is the obtaining of such a description. 
Our approach yields both descriptions in the form of characteristic functions, 
probability density functions, and finite sets of exact statistics. 
3. PROCESS REPRESENTATION 
The process generated by (1) is a nonzero-mean Gauss-Markov process 
which we expand in an orthonormal series 
x(t) ~ f xi~i(t), t~J ,  (7) 
i=1 
where the x i are uncorrelated scalar Gaussian random variables pecified by 
with means 
That is, 
x, = fj~ xT(t) N(t)q~,(t)dt - - xT(t,) S~,(t,), (8) 
m~ = E{x,}. (9) 
- m, ) (x j  - m3} = Vi ,  j (10) 
where 3~- is the "kronecker delta." 
The nonrandom vector valued functions, ~ ,  are chosen to satisfy the 
orthonormality condition 
vi, j. (11) 
tf 
~,T(ts) Sc~(tf) -t- fro d?i(t) N(t) q~j(t) dt ~- 8~ 
643/3~/3-6 
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It can be easily shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for (10) is that 
the 4~ and the ;~ satisfy 
where 
with 
ty 
~#dt) =fto K~(t,r)N(~)4d~)& -]-K~(t, tl)S(~i(tf), 
K.(t. , )  = E{[4t )  - -  e ( t ) ] [x~( , )  - -  x~( . ) ]}  
t~ J ,  (12) 
(13) 
and 
¢dt) = I71f~(t), 
(iii) changing the boundary condition in his Eq. (35) to 
~(t~) = ~ls~( t f ) .  
With these modifications the eigenvalues a sociated with (12) can be found as 
the zeros of (again in his notation) 
/'(~) A det[~bn(t~ ' to: h) -- h-aSqbe(tl, t o :h)]. (15) 
Analytical descriptions of each mean, mi, can also be derived in a straight- 
forward manner; see Liberty (1971). For example, in the case of eigenvalue 
multiplicity of one 
If there are no zero eigenvalues a sociated with (12) then the 6~ solutions to (12) 
will form a complete set in the square integrable sense. If there are zero 
eigenvalues then we may complete this set and, in (7), associate nonrandom 
coefficients with these additional functions. 
Solution pairs (~, ~b~) for (12) can be found sequentially by applying an 
extension of the technique developed by Baggeroer (1969). The development 
of this extension is very similar to that of Baggeroer. Utilizing his notation, 
define f~(t) as in his Eq. (15) to be the right side of our Eq. (12), then duplicate 
his development. The same results will follow with minor modifications 
consisting of: 
(i) replacing cr(t) C(t) in his Eq. (36) by N(t), 
(ii) changing his Eq. (31) for6, to 
~(t) = E{x(t)}. (14) 
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where Si(to) and Mi(to) are the n × 2n and 2n × 2n solutions at t = t o 
respectively of 
(d/dt) Si(t ) = --FT(t) Si(t ) -- Si(t ) W(t : hi) -- [N(t) 0], 
and 
(d/dt) Mi(t) = -- wr(t  : hi) Mi(t) -- M,(t) W(t : hi) -- [No(t) 
with 
Si(t~) = [ S 01, 
and 
t~ j ,  (17) 
0]'  t c a¢, 
(18) 
(19) 
Here the matrix, W, is that defined in Eq. (36) of Baggeroer (1969) and ri ~ R ~ 
is any solution to his Eq. (43) with modification iii in effect. An important 
observation to be made here is that (16) is a quadratic form in the mean of 
the x-process initial condition for all values of i. 
4. IOERFORMANCE CUMULANTS 
We are now in position to generate broad statistical descriptions of the 
performance measure, J. Under the assumptions we have made on the x- 
process, J is finite with probability one; see Doob (1953). It  follows from 
Parseval's Theorem that 
Y = i xi 2, (21) 
i=i 
where convergence is with probability one; see Kolmogorov and Fomin (1961). 
Since the xi are Gaussian and uneorrelated they are statistically independent 
as are their squares. The characteristic function of each xl 2 term in (21) is of 
the noneentral ehi-square type given by 
C~(jo) = (1 - -  j2o)i~i)-a/~ exp{joJmi~(1 - -  j2w;~i)-l}. (22) 
The characteristic function of J follows as 
Cs(joJ) = lt=~Ii(l --j2(o~i)-l/2t exp t~=lJOJmi2(1--j2o))~i)-I 1. (23) 
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At this point we could compute approximations to Cj(j~o) by truncating 
the infinite product and series in (23). We could also generated approximations 
to any set of statistics of J or numerically generate density functions corre- 
sponding to the approximating characteristic functions. However, the 
efficiency of these computations leaves a lot to be desired although they are 
generally preferable to Monte Carlo simulations. The computational diffi- 
culties that arise here are due not only to matrix dimensions, but are inherent 
in the integral equation. The difficulty arises while attempting to obtain a 
sufficient number of the eigenvalues, A/, for a good process representation 
and consequently a good Cj(j~o) approximation. As it turns out, if the noise 
and initial state covariances are large with regard to system parameters 
(rarely the case in physical situations) then good representations can be 
obtained. Fortunately the A i can be obtained in a monotone decreasing 
fashion beginning with the largest. Unfortunately the mi values do not behave 
in the same fashion as the Ai • Small hl often correspond to large m i and vice 
versa. Since the mi values are proportional to x0, truncation error in the 
series is highly dependent upon the initial condition mean. The effects of 
truncation have been studied by Liberty (1971) and Erspamer (1973). It has 
been found that truncation error in Cj(jco) mainly effects the mean of J with 
successively lesser effects on the higher order moments. 
Despite these computational difficulties considerable success has been 
achieved in obtaining probability descriptions of J at the expense of consider- 
able amounts of computer time for very low order systems of "academic 
interest"; see Liberty (1971) and Sain and Liberty (1971). Consequently, we 
are motivated to find more efficient and more accurate ways of obtaining 
performance descriptions. A natural question arises. Is it possible to compute 
statistics of J exactly ?It may or may not be surprising to the reader that the 
answer to this question is affirmative. However, this result does not surface 
easily. Indeed, the obscure nature of this result has limited the depth of 
understanding and utility of the LQG theory, particularly with regard to 
design. 
The first step toward finding analytical formulas for the statistics of J is to 
examine its "second characteristic function." The second characteristic 
function, Y'j(jco), is defined as the natural logarithm of Cj(joJ), that is, 
Y,(jco) = In{C g(j~)}. (24) 
The MacLaurin series representation f Y)(jco) is given by 
Yj(j~,) = ~ K~((j~o)'~/kO (25) 
/e=l 
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where the coefficients K~ are called "cumulants" or "semiinvariants." 
Utilizing (23), it can be easily shown that the cumulants of J are given by 
~:~ = (k --  1)!2 a'-~ ~ -l- k T9~-I.- ~ m~Z'~-~& . (26) 
i= l  /=1 
Note that because of (16) they consist of the sum of two terms, one which is 
quadratic in the mean of the x-process initial condition, and one which is 
independent of the mean of this initial condition. It is easily shown (and well 
known) that 
K~ = E{J}, (27) 
,% = Var{J} (28) 
and that in general the noncentral moments,/ ,~, are related to the cumulants 
by 
t'k+1 = ~ (hi)[~k--JKJ+X " (29) 
9=0 
It has been known for some time that the mean and variance of J have the 
form indicated by (16) and (26), but this appears to be the first observation 
that there is a complete set of statistics of J with such structure. 
The next step is to express (26) in terms of the covariance kernel of the 
x-process. This cannot be done explicitly but requires the definition of the 
"iterated kernels" 
K~l)(t, r, to) zx K~(t, r), (30) 
and 
tf 
K~e)(t, r, to) A ej, K(1)tt a N(a) K(x~-l)(a, to) ~ k , , to )  T ,  da 
t 0 
SK(~-l)r t+ K(~I)( t, t l ,  to)  ~ I ,  r, to), 
It can be inductively shown that 
(~) i K~ (t, ~-, to) = A?¢ i ( t )¢7(~) .  
i= l  
oo  
The "zero mean" expression in (26), ~=1 A~ 71, follows as 
21 ~ = Tr  N(t) K(~)(t, t, to) dt @ SK~ (t¢ , tl , 
i= l  L~ to 
h > 1. (31) 
(32) 
(33) 
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where Tr[-] denotes the trace of the enclosed matrix. The "nonzero mean" 
expression i (26), ~i~=1 m,2A~ -1, follows as 
~ _ ~.~-1 [(~' ~' zn~ ai = Xo r f Or(t, to) N(t) KO~-l)(t, % to) N(T) 0(% to) dt dr 
~=1 L~tO "to 
~- oT(ts , to) SK(~-l)(ti , tf , to) SO(ti , to) 
~i (k-l) .qL ~)r(ty , to)S ft° Kx (tf , t, to) N(t) O(t, to) dt 
+ f~i'Or(t, to) N(t) K(~-l)(t, ts , to) dt SO(ts , to)] Xo, k> 1, 
(34) 
where 69 is the transition matrix associated with the x-process tate matrix, F. 
For the case, k = 1, it is obvious that 
~, mi 2= XO T [Or(t, , to) SO(t, , to)-~ [t' OT(t, to)N(t)O(t, to)dt] x o . (35) 
i=1 
Although we have eliminated series expressions from the cumulant 
expressions we still do not have computationally attractive cumulant descrip- 
tions. Their form, however, does suggest that they can be expressed as the 
solution of a set of matrix differential equations. The following matrix functions 
are fundamental tothe cumulant descriptions: 
U(a, 1) ~ OT(t[ , (~) SO(t I , ~) + f~ OT(t, or) N(t) O(t, ~) dt, (36) 
t.f ty 
H(a, k) =A f~ fl OT(t' a) N(t) K(~-t)ttz , , T, a) [Po=o N(~') 0(% a) dt dr 
+ o~(tj, ~) sK~(~-l)(t~, t~, ~,) I,,o=o so(t~, ~) 
+ Or(ts, c~)S f~ K(~k-1)(tl, t, ~) I~o=0 N(t) O(t, ~) at 
fa t '  ~ / x , , ty , -~- OT(I, c~) Nit1K(k-1)tt or) IPo=O dt SO(tl ,  a), k > 1 
(37) 
and 
If 
D(a, h) A f~ N(t) K(k)(t, t, a) leo=o dt + SK(~)(ts , tf , a) [Co= o . (38) 
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Note that 
and 
H(t e , 1) : S, 
H(te , k) ,. T~-(~-l)r. =~,  t~s,t , , te) leo=oS=O, k>l ,  
(39) 
(40) 
D(te, k) (~) = SKx (ts, ts, re)leo=O = 0. (41) 
These matrix functions when evaluated at a = t 0 are the building blocks 
of the cumulant expressions (33), (34), and (35). Straightforward differentia- 
tion of H(a, 1) with respect to c~ yields 
(d/cl~) H(a, 1) = --Fr(a) H(~, 1) -- H(a, 1)F(a) -- N(@ (42) 
Similarly 
(d/&) H(~, k) = --F~(~) n( . ,  k) -- H(., k) F(.) 
7¢--1 
-- ~ H(%j) G(~)Q(~) Gr(o 0 H(% k --j), 
j= l  
k > 1. (43) 
As we shall see, the matrix D(~, k) will always appear under the trace operation. 
This fact leads to considerable simplification. By differentiating the trace of 
D(o~, k) we easily obtain 
(did.) Tr[D(~, k)] = --k Tr[H(~, k) G(~) O(a) Gr(~)]. (44) 
Equations (42), (43), and (44) can be integrated backward in time from the 
final values (39), (40), and (41) to obtain H(t 0 , k) and Tr[D(t0, k)] for all k. 
Our remaining task is to show how the cumulants may be expressed in 
terms of these quantities. This task is very tedious, involving detailed 
manipulation of extremely complex expressions. However, we can indicate 
how these manipulations are carried out fairly simply by making (with good 
hindsight) three observations. 
With a little careful consideration one can see that all analytical structure 
will be preserved if we ignore the terms in (36), (37), and (38) containing S. 
That is, there is no loss of generality in setting S = 0. Further consideration 
of the cumulant structure reveals that we may suppress all time arguments 
in the cumulant and iterated kernel expressions for the purpose of deter- 
mining how the cumulants can be expressed in terms of H's and D's. We may 
also suppress integral symbols. 
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Letting S ~ 0, we 
6)(t, to) Po6)T(.r, to) 
f)^* O(t, ~) G(~) Q(~) 
~o 
K(~X) ( t, ~', to) 
K( f  ( t, ~, to) 
mi 2 
i=1 
~ mi~)t~ -1 by 
i=1 
and 
~ ;~i ~ by 
i=1 
Similarly we symbolize 
H(to, 1) & H, 
H(to, k) ~= Lr~ 
and 
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symbolize 
by X, 
Vr(~) OrO -, a) d~ 
by Y, 
by X+Y,  
by [X + Y] N[X + Y] N. . .  N[X + Y], 
(1) (2) ~kj 
by  XoTOTN(OXO 
k>l ,  
XoTOTN[X + Y]N""  NIX +1)Y]NOx o, k > 1, 
(1) 
Tr[N[X + Y] N . . .  N[X + Y]]. 
(1) (k) 
by OTNO 
by OTNYN "'" NYNO, 
(1) (~-i) 
D(t o, k) zx D, by NYN""  NY.  
(1) (/e) 
• co  Consider the nonzero mean expression, ~i-1 ~" 2~1~-1 
For k = 1, 
Xor OV NOxo -=- xor Hlxo . 
k>l ,  
For k = 2, 
xor[OTN[X + Y]NO] x o -~ XoT[OTNOPoOTNO -~ OTNYNO] x o 
= Xor[H1PoH1 + H2] Xo. 
(45) 
(46) 
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For k = 3, 
xor[OrN[X -k Y] N[X + Y] NO] x o 
= Xor[OrNOPoOrNOPoOrNO + OrNOPoOTNYNO 
q- OrNYNOPoOTNO -l- OTNYNYNO] Xo 
= xoT[H1PoH1PoH1 ~- H1PoH~ -t- H~PoH1 + Ha] Xo. (47) 
Note that for these three cases the nonzero mean portion of each cumulant 
contains a matrix weighting which is the sum of all distinct permutations of
H's (with alternating P0 "spacers") whose indices sum to the index of the 
cumulant. We notate the jth such permutation by ~[H/ ,  k, Po] where k is 
the sum of indices, i. Note that there are 2 ~-1 such permutations. Assum!ng 
this relation to hold for the kth nonzero mean expression we have 
xor[OrN[X -t- Y]N "" N[X + Y] NO] x o = Xo f ~ ~,[H, , k, Po] x0. (48) 
Consider the (k + 1)st expression, which is 
xT[OTN[X -~- Y]N "" N[X + Y] N[X + Y] NO] Xo . 
(1) (~-1)  (~) 
The effect of the additional NX term is the forming of a new permutation 
from each previous permutation by the adjoining of an additional Poll1. 
The effect of the additional NY term is the forming of a new permutation 
from each previous permutation by replacing the last PoHi in each permuta- 
tion by PoHi+l. Clearly the H indices now sum to k q- 1 and there are 
now 2 k distinct permutations. 
We treat the zero mean expression, ~2i=1 A~, in a similar way. 
For k = 1 
Tr[N[X -l- Y]] = Tr[NOPo Or] + Tr[NY]. (49) 
Since the trace of the product of two matrices equals the trace of the commuted 
product of the same two matrices we obtain 
Tr[N[X -~- Y]] ~--- Tr[H1Po] -1- Tr[D1]. (50) 
For k = 2, 
Tr[N[X -k Y] N[X q- Y]] 
= Tr[NOPoOTNOPo OT q- NOPoOTNY q- NYOPo Or -1- NYNY] 
= Tr[H1PoH1Po] + Tr[H2Po] + Tr[H2Po] @ Tr[D2]. (51) 
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Thus, the mechanism for generating the zero mean expression is to perform 
the symbolic matrix expansion indicated and then to commute two blocs of 
symbols under the trace to form HiP o combinations in all but one term which 
is a D-term only. Clearly, this is possible for each cumulant since any 
mechanism for failure in the kth cumulant would have to exist in the (k -- 1)st 
cumulant. It is also clear that only one D-term arises in each cumulant. 
For the kth cumulant denote the ith term in the expansion by 
~i[N(X + Y), k] and the commutation operation on that term by ~[ ' ] .  
For i ~ k, 
~[N(X  + Y), k] zx D~, (52) 
and 
-~k[Dk] ~ Dk. (53) 
The kth cumulant can now be expressed as 
[~_.~.4--1 ] 
K~ = (k--1)12 k-1Tr [i~z ~i[~i[N(X "j- Y), k]] 
2k-1 
+ k!2~-IXo T ~ ~j[H,, k, Po] Xo- (54) 
j=l 
For purposes of efficient computation one can take advantage of equival- 
encies of terms that arise in the quadratic expression and the trace expression. 
As examples of what the cumulant expressions look like, we list the first 
three: 
~1 = xorH(to, 1) x o + Tr[H(t o , 1) Po] + Tr[D(to, 1)], (55) 
f¢z = xoT[4H(to, 1) Poll(to, 1) + 4H(t o , 2)] x 0 + 2 Tr[[H(to, 1) Po] 2] 
+ 4 Tr[H(to, 2) Po] -{- 2 Tr[D(t o , 2)], (56) 
and 
K a = xor[24[H(to, 1) Po]2H(to, 1) + 48H(to, 1) Poll(to, 2) 
+ 24H(t o, 3)]x o + 8 Tr[[H(t o, 1)Po] 3] + 24 Tr[H(t o, 2)Poll(to, 1)P0] 
+ 24 Tr[H(to, 3) Po] + 8 Tr[D(to, 3)]. (57) 
At this point we have essentially solved the performance analysis problem. 
We now have the capability of computing the exact (within numerical 
accuracy) value of as many lower order cumulants of J as we care to or can 
afford to. A small number of these exact values together with our knowledge 
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that the probability distribution of J lies in the chi-square class give us a very 
rich description of performance. 
There are several ways of portraying this rich description, including 
tabulating cumulants and/or moments and generating approximating prob- 
ability density functions. The authors and colleagues have developed a
performance analysis oftware package which utilizes the analytical formulas 
developed here. This package accepts matrix descriptions of broad classes of 
LQG problems and systems and returns a detailed statistical analysis of the 
specified performance measure(s). This package will even compute the 
classical minimum mean feedback control structure, including linear 
estimator (if requested to do so), and then analyze designer defined measures 
of its performance. 
In Section 6 we present LQG control examples where we have computed 
a few exact statistics of performance. We also present density curves in the 
finite degree of freedom chi-square class whose cumulants approximate hose 
of J. The exact and approximating cumulant values are given for comparison. 
Thus, we claim to have developed the analytical basis for powerful inear 
design-performance-analysis techniques, and while achieving this practical 
result we have uncovered an analytical richness in the LQG theory that has 
been overlooked for some time. 
5. ZERO MEAN PROCESSES 
In general, communication system applications will involve zero mean 
processes, that is, cases where x 0 = 0. In these cases there is considerable 
simplification since m i = 0 for all i. In addition, it is even possible to obtain 
closed form expressions for the characteristic function of J for low order 
process models. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the determinant 
function associated with (12) and given by 
is related to/" (see (15)) by 
D(z) = f i  (1 + zAi) (58) 
i=1 
D(z) = exp lftlfTr[F(t)] dtl F(--1/z); (59) 
see Baggeroer (1969). 
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Letting z = 2oJ/j in (58) we obtain 
D(--j2w) -- f i  (1 --j2w~,) (60) 
i=1 
which differs from the product erm in (23) by the negative square root. The 
square root indicated is the principal square root of each complex number 
under the product. We may move the square root sign outside the product 
if we choose this root such that continuity of Cs(jw) is maintained. If, for 
example, we adhere to the principal square root, jump discontinuities will 
appear periodically every half cycle as the angle of the complex product 
passes through ~r /2  radians. Computationally this is easily handled by 
computing the product erm using the principal square root and then multi- 
plying the appropriate half cycle regions by --1. 
With this in mind, C s for zero mean processes may be written as 
| 'tf 
(61) 
We now present two zero mean process examples. The process models for 
both of these xamples are given in Baggeroer (1967). Closed form expressions 
for Cj(jco) for both, as well as curves of the probability density of J for the 
second example, may be found in Liberty (1970) and Schwartz (1970). 
EXAMPLE 1. K~(t, ~)~-~ min(t, r), the Wiener or Brownian Motion 
process; ] = (I/T)fo r x2(t) dr. The process model is 
where 
and 
(d/dt) x(t) = a~(t), t ~ [0, T], (62) 
E{g(t) gO)) = ~(t - -  ~-), (63) 
E{x(0)} = 0, (64) 
~{x~(0)) = o. (65) 
The matrix W(A) follows as 
(66) 
The transition matrix, ~(t, 0 : 2,), associated with W(;~) is 
cos(at/(AT)l/~ ) e(1T)I/2 sin(at/(AT)a/2)] 
7J(t, 0 : A) = --1 , .  (67) sin(6t/(AT) 1/2) cos(at/(AT) 1/2) 
~(AT)I/2 ] 
It  follows that 
/~(--j/2o 0 = cos(j2coa~T) 1/2, (68) 
and 
C s( flo ) = {eos( j 2~oa~ T )l /2} -1/~. (69) 
Curves of the probability density function of J appear in Fig. 1 for T ~ 1 ; 
a=3,4 ,  and 5. 
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Example 1, J -performance densities. 
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EXAMPLE 2. K~(t, r) = exp{--a I t - -  r I}; f = ( l /T)  fo v x2(t) dr. 
In this case we have 
E{x~(O)} = 1, (70) 
(71) 
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and 
T( t ,  0 : a) = 
cos(abt )  sin(abt) 
- -  1 sin(abt) 
hTo~ b 
2 sin(czbt) 
b 
sin(e~bt) 
cos(=bt) -} b 
where 
It follows that 
b A [ (2 /o&r ) -  1] 1/2. 
where 
Cj(joJ) = eS[((/3 -- joJ)/(2j~oa - -  5~)*1 ~) sin 2(2j/3co --/32)1/= 
+ cos 2(2j/%~ --/3~)1/2] -1/~ 
fl = aT/2.  
Corresponding densities are shown in Fig. 2 for/8 = 1, 10, and 20. 
2.0 
1.5 
f (d)  lo 
0.5 
FIG. 2. 
= 
0.5 I0  15 2.0 
d 
Example 2, J-performance densities. 
,, (72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
6. CONTROL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 3. Figures 3-5 are of performance measure densities associated 
with the scalar system 
(d/dt)x(t) -~ - -x ( t )  + u(t) + ~(t), t ~ [0, 1.5] (76) 
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Example  3, J -per fo rmance  densit ies;  x0 = 1. 
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f(,J) 
FIG. 5. 
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Example 3, J-performance densities; xo ~ 5. 
with performance measure 
= fj.5 [x~'(t) + uS(t)] dt, (77) Y 
where the noise covariance is unity. The control action in all eases is of the 
form 
u(t) = - -k ( t )  x(t) (78) 
and three choices of k have been made in the examples for different initial 
states which have been assumed to be known exactly. These choices are: 
k( t )  = 1, t E [0, 1.5], 
k(t) = 0, t e [0, 1.5], 
and k(t) the solution of 
(d/dt) k(t) = 2k(t) -~- k2(t) - -  1, 
with 
k(1.5) = O. 
(79) 
(80) 
t ~ [o, 1.5], (81) 
(82) 
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The  lat ter  cho ice  is the  min ima l  mean cont ro l le r  for  th is  example .  The  va lues  
of  k and  x 0 are ind icated  on  the  f igures.  
Tab les  I - IX  conta in  the  exact  cumulant  va lues  o f  per fo rmance  as wel l  as 
the  cumulant  va lues  o f  the  approx imat ing  dens i t ies  in the  f igures.  
TABLE  I 
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k = 0, x o = 1 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 3 approximation 
1 9.8755 x 10 -1 9.8755 x 10 -1 
2 5.7428 x 10 -1 5.7428 x 10 -1 
3 8.8798 x 10 -1 8.8798 x 10 -1 
4 2.0740 2.0740 
5 6.3204 6.3192 
TABLE  II 
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k = I, Xo = 1 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 3 approximation 
1 1.1241 1.1239 
2 4.6348 x 10 -1 4.6399 x 10 -1 
3 5.6828 x 10 -1 5.6691 x 10 -1 
4 1.1302 1.1318 
5 3.0481 3.0543 
TABLE  I I I  
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k ~ Min imal  Mean Controller, x0 = I 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 3 approximation 
1 8.7269 x 10 -1 8.7269 x 10 -1 
2 3.7007 x 10 -1 3.7007 x 10 -1 
3 4.4273 x 10 -I 4.4273 x 10 -1 
4 8.2528 x 10 -1 8.2528 x 10 -1 
5 2.0357 2.0342 
643/32/3-7 
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TABLE  IV 
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k = 0, x0 = 3 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 4 approximation 
1 4.7884 4.7884 
2 3.3695 3.3695 
3 5.8084 5.8084 
4 1.4500 × 101 1.4499 × 101 
5 4.6173 × 102 4.6161 × 102 
TABLE  V 
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k = 1, x0 = 3 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 4 approximation 
1 5.1142 5.1129 
2 2.4040 2.4076 
3 3.2594 3.2489 
4 6.9908 7.0046 
5 1.9951 × 101 2.0007 × 101 
TABLE  VI 
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k = Min imal  Mean Controller, x 0 = 3 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 4 approximation 
1 4.1308 4.1308 
2 2.0657 2.0657 
3 2.7556 2.7556 
4 5.5208 5.5208 
5 1.4311 x 101 1.4299 x 101 
TABLE  VI I  
Example 3, J -Performance Cumulants ;  k = 0, x0 = 5 
Cumulant  T rue  value Figure 5 approximation 
1 1.2390 × 101 1.2390 × 101 
2 8.9599 8.9599 
3 1.5649 x 101 1.5649 x 101 
4 3.9349 x 101 3.9349 x 101 
5 1.2588 x 102 1.2584 x 102 
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TABLE VIII  
Example 3, J-Performance Cumulants; k = 1, x0 = 5 
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Cumulant True value Figure 5 approximation 
1 1.3094 N 101 1.3091 × 101 
2 6.2850 6.2947 
3 8.6417 8.6128 
4 1.8712 × 101 1.8750 x 101 
5 5.3758 × 101 5.3911 × 101 
TABLE IX 
Example 3, J-Performance Cumulants; k = Minimal Mean Controller, x0 = 5 
Cumulant True value Figure 5 approximation 
1 1.0647 × 101 1.0647 × l01 
2 5.4571 5.4571 
3 7.3814 7.3814 
4 1.4912 × 101 1.4912 × 101 
5 3.8862 × 101 3.8830 x 101 
EXAMPLE 4. In  this example we consider the scalar system with noisy 
measurements given by 
and 
S~ = ax  -k  u -k  ~, (83) 
y = x + 0, (84) 
with performance measure 
J__- ~o ~'5 [x~(t) + us(t)] dt, (85) 
where the noises, ~ and 0, have covariances of unity and the initial state is 
unity and known. The  control action is of the form 
u(t) -~ - -e ( t )~( t ) ,  (86) 
where e is the solution of the associated Riccati equation and N is the state 
of the associated Kalman filter. 
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Density functions of three different quantities are shown in Figs. 6-11 for 
the different conditions indicated. These three quantities are the performance 
measure, ] ,  the "energy"  in the regulated plant state 
1.5 
]1 ~ fo x2(t) dt, (87) 
and the "energy"  of control effort 
L ~= .2(0 dr. (88) 
Tables X -XV contain exact performance cumulant values and the corre- 
sponding cumulant values of the approximating densities for this example. 
TABLE X 
Example4, ~Pefform~ceCumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 6 approximation 
1 9.164i x 10 -1 9.1640 x 10 -1 
2 : 4.2848 x 10 -1 4.2860 x 10 -1 
3 6.0501 x 10 -1 6.0434 x 10 -1 
4 1.3302 1.3314 
5 3.8701 3.8754 
TABLE XI 
Example 4, J1-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 7 approximation 
1 8.6055 x 10 -1 8.6055 x 10 -1 
2 4.2499 X 10 -1 4.2499 x 10 -1 
3 5.9932 x 10 -1 5.9932 x 10 -1 
4 1.3159 1.3159 
5 3.8232 3,8219 
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TABLE X I I  
Example 4, J2-Performance Cumulants 
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Cumulant True value Figure 8 approximation 
1 5.5866 x 10 -2 5.5832 x 10 -2 
2 9.8882 x 10 -5 9.9237 x 10 -5 
3 8.1551 x 10 -7 8.0613 x 10 -7 
4 1.0333 x 10 -8 1.0419 x 10 -8 
5 1.6917 x 10 -l° 1.6684 x 10 -1° 
TABLE X I I I  
Example 4, J-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 9 approximation 
1 5.6386 5.6386 
2 2.3531 x 101 2.3532 x 101 
3 3.0670 x 102 3.0660 x 102 
4 6.0088 x 103 6.0109 x lO s 
5 1.5552 x 105 1.5559 x 105 
TABLE X IV  
Example 4, f1-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 10 approximation 
1 3.7557 3.7557 
2 2.1092 x 101 2.1092 x 101 
3 2.6654 x 102 2.6653 x 102 
4 5.0220 x l0 s 5.0221 x 108 
5 1.2513 x 105 1.2513 x 105 
TABLE XV 
Example 4, J2-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 11 approximation 
1 1.8829 1.8803 
2 3.6051 x 10 -1 3.6275 x 10 -1 
3 3.5687 x 10 -1 3.5255 x 10 -1 
4 '" 5.5249 x 10 -1 5.5629 x 10 -1 
5 1.1164 1.1313 
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EXAMPLE 5. Th is  example is the same as Example 4 except hat 
y = [5x2(t) + u2(t)] at. (89) 
Figures 12-14 are of densities of (89), (87), and (88). 
Tables XV I -XV I I I  contain exact and approximating cumulant values for 
this example. 
TABLE XVI 
Example 5, J-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 12 approximation 
1 1.7583 × 101 1.7554 × 101 
2 2.5699 × 102 2.5716 × 102 
3 1.1236 × 10 ~ 1.1235 × 104 
4 7.5182 × 105 7.5182 × 105 
5 6.7220 × 107 6.7219 × 107 
TABLE XVII 
Example 5, J1-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 13 approximation 
1 1.3287 × 102 1.3287 × 101 
2 2.3576 × 102 2.3576 × 10 ~ 
3 1.0054 × 104 1.0054 × 104 
4 6.4986 × 105 6.4986 × 105 
5 5.6051 × 107 5.6051 × 107 
TABLE XVIII 
Example 5, J2-Performance Cumulants 
Cumulant True value Figure 14 approximation 
1 4.2959 4.2957 
2 2.8686 2.8725 
3 1.0543 × 101 1.0504 × 101 
4 6.4654 × 101 6.4812 × 101 
5 5.4185 × 102 5.4489 × 102 
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7. CONCLUSION 
We have developed a broad statistical description of LQG system perform- 
ance that is computationally tractable. The approach utilized in developing 
this analytical description should provide a basis for investigations into the 
design aspects of linear estimation and control according to multiple 
performance-statistics criteria. 
It should be noted that the LQG performance cumulants do not have 
unique representations. Our choice of representation was motivated by the 
performance analysis application and is probably not the best for the purposes 
of optimization. However, we feel that the cumulant approach will yield 
tractable formulations of such problems. 
Future work should address the questions: Can cumulants be formulated 
in terms of an "accessible state" for the case of noisy measurements ? Can the 
a priori restriction to linear controllers be relaxed ? If  so, is there a broad 
class of multiple performance-statistics problems that will yield linear 
optimal controllers ? If not, are there suboptimal inear feedback control 
structures that are better, in a broad statistical sense, than the minimal mean 
LQG control structure ? 
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